①Preventing Running Away &Putting ID
Tags

You should always keep a cat indoor. You also need the
following things at hand, cat food, toilet, cat sand, a nail
file, and so on. Although it’s easy to take care of your cat’s
health if you keep it indoor, it’s sometimes dangerous for a
cat to get into a balcony or a bathroom.

A cat should be kept indoor not to bother
neighbors and for its own safety.

②Taking care of a cat until the end
You have to be prepared to take care of a cat until
the dying period.
（Reference：Guideline on how to keep a cat properly ）

It is recommended finally to find a cat at a shelter or
non-profit transfer meeting, rather than at a business
setting pet shop. Try to find a cat which you want to
live together all your life .
And just take a moment before you decide, if you
are positive to assume this responsibility to have a
cat？



Keep a cat until the end.



Put a ID tag on a cat.



Control breeding.



Penalty will be given if you abuse a cat.

Nagasaki Ｒ＆Ｇ save a life of animal control center
https://ameblo.jp/nagasakihokennjyonoinoti/
Omura・Isahaya Nagasaki kenou Nekonokai
http://inu-neko-satooya.seesaa.net/

Team investigating cats in Nagasaki
https://ja-jp.facebook.com/nagasaki.no.matineko/

Nagasaki City Hall Citizen health division
Animal control center
TEL 095-844-2961
2-2 morimachi, Nagasaki

Monthly cat food may cost around ¥3,000. On the top
of that, you have to pay for cat sand, medical fee
such as vaccine, a nail file and so on. You must be
ready to pay certain amount of money to have a cat
as your pet.

Do you guys want a cat as a pet?[I’d like to get a kitten the
lowest price on the plan.] Most of the people having those
feelings, I have decide to go animal shelter.
A lot of people come to a cat shelter to pick up a cat for
their pet. Many kind of cats are waiting there to be chosen,
however, unfortunate ones are going to be put to sleep.
There are cats that find an owner there but return to the
shelter again. We should learn the value of life and how to
take care of a cat properly.
When we went to interview, a worker in the animal shelter
take care of cats with a kindly face. But the remaining cats
have to killed. Even if they adopted after a while come
back as abandoned cat. They said, "Meow of cats got
emotionally attached to me and screamed in agony, it’s
stuck in my head.”
Cat is not tool for sooth your mind. If you want the cat to
pet, Let’s us remember that they are also alive.

The top 10 worst culling cats
( fiscal 2016 by Ministry of the Environment )
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Obligation mentioned above is based on Act on
Welfare and Management of a cat.

Reference: JAPAN PET FOOD ASSOCIATION
2017 National dog cat breeding Survey

Association that manages the transfer of protected cats

A community cat is different from a stray cat.
It’s a cat living in a community without an owner.
People in the community get together and take care
of those cats jointly. They feed them, clean them and
even give them a neuter operation. They also take a
time to reduce and control the number of cats in the
community.
The goal of this activity is to make people and cats
coexist peacefully.
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Stray cats stop
scavenging for
kitchen waste
and the garbage
station will be
kept clean.

The noise in
the mating
period will be
reduce.

A street will be
kept clean.

(Source: Nagasaki community cat support network)
http://www.noraneko-0.com/

“Omagari neko” is a cat having a kinked tail. There are
not so many bent or short tail cats living in the eastern
part of Japan, on the other hand, you find them more
often in the western part of Japan.

The cats with a V-shaped
ear have been all neutered.
The ear shape looks like a
cherry blossom, sakura in
Japanese.
So we call those cats SakuraNeko. Neko means cat.

The east

What is Sakura-Neko TNR!?
The west

About 80% of Nagasaki cat have a bent or short tail.
About the tail like a key, it is said that “The cat opens a
safe with a kinked tail such as the key and makes me
rich.“, ”A cat carries good luck”… etc.

TNR or Trap-Nature-Return is the most humane
and effective way to control and reduce the
number of stray cats.

（The source of reference：Published by Seibido
"Cat's Dictionary" supervised by Tadaaki Imaizumi）
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“We want to reduce suffering cats.”
Your concern will help the animals.
(Source: public interest incorporated association, Animal Fund)
https://www.doubutukikin.or.jp/activity/campaign/story

In Japan cats' barks are "Nyao“. So, Nagasaki's
"Na" was multiplied by "Nya" and it was named
"Nyagasaki Map".

Google Map

1

This leaflet will lead to revitalization of the region by using the medium that many people will
take as a tourist map.
At the same time, We aimed to make it useful for making town where people and cats live
together. This leaflet was made by students of Nagasaki Women’s Junior College.

Kanzaki cafeteria
★People who like cats please

It is a delicious shop of
set menus and chanpon.
In the store there are
many pictures of a cat
and cards signed by
entertainers.
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Shin temma
Market

At the well on Togiya-dori, there
is a statue of a kinked tail cat
which symbolizes happiness.

★Meet and greet is healthy shopkeeper and
Densuke-chan!!

Shop hour 9:00-19:00
Closed : Sunday
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Shop Hours 10:00-19:00
Closed : Every Friday

It is a specialty store of photos.
There are also a lot of cute
“Nagasaki cat” keyrings.

3 Cat variety store in NAGASAKI
nagasaki-no neco
★There is a place called Cat's tongue

Senjyuan Nagasakiya
★Castella of a cat motif with a bent tail
TEL：095-822-0543
4-10,Shindaikumachi, Nagasaki
Shop hours 9:00-18:30
Closed : Sunday

Densuke-chan

You can find a famous local cat
Densuke chan at the entrance of
New Temma Market in Siebold
street. Do not forget to check
Instagram made by his fans.

6-7 Yorozuyamachi, Nagasaki

★You may became happy at the kinked tail’s well.

Shin Temma Market

6-25,Shindaikumachi,
Nagasaki

★Try developing a picture of Nagasaki cat.

Kinked tail’s well
8-8 Furukawamachi, Nagasaki

Shop Hours 9:30-20:30
Closed: only New Year’s day

2 Camerano forcus

Shinwa
BK
Shianbashi
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Sinndaikumachi
MAP

Cooky-chan
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primary
school
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Shinbashi-dori

This is a delicious
sweets shop with
Nagasaki tradition.

Kinked
tail’s Well

Suwa-dori

DogCatista
5

Kurose Kofudo

Togiya-dori

Ginya-dori

Kurose kofudo

8-4 Suwamachi, Nagasaki

Kanzaki
Cafeteria

2
Camerano
Focus

Yosso

Chacha-chan

TEL：095-893-5117
4-6 Hamanomachi, Nagasaki

Meganebashi
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★Pomelo pickled is a must.
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Nagasaki sweet, Cruz, was
first made on the day when
Tokyo Olympic Games
started in 1964.

Dejima

TEL：095-824-5531
4-17, Suwamachi, Nagasaki

Shop hours 11:30-20:30
Closed：Irregular

★A standard gift fleeting image cats

Hamanomachi～Naka street MAP

Ohato

have lunch here by all means
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11 Nagasaki confection Cruz
Hamanomachi shop

Shrine !?

5 Kobundo Bookstore
DogCatista
★Full of pet related books
8-29

Hamanomachi, Nagasaki

Shop hours 10:00-18:00
Closed : Every Monday
It is an old shop of Castella and
Japanese sweets which was
founded in 1929.

"Nyamagashi" was born as a result
of Nagasaki's confectionery contest.

You can find charity
goods manufactured
by various groups.

TEL： 095-823-0887
6-7 Sakae, Nagasaki
Shop hours 11:00- 19:00
open all year round (temporary closure )

This cat novelty shop offers goods
with a kinked tail motif.
We find funny cat item irresistible.
Is the sign mural of kinked tail that
are outside of the store.

